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The durable, long-life, cost-effective polymer banknote
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INTRODUCTION

Issuing authorities have two options for cash - banknotes or coins and can face a
difficult decision when macro-economic factors place pressure to coin the lowest
paper banknote at the note/coin boundary, where increased transactional velocity
fatigues paper banknotes.
The process of coining a denomination is not simple or fast for any issuing authority
to undertake. The decision-making process involves a varied matrix of stakeholders,
with complex political factors to be taken into consideration.
The initial production costs of a coin are significantly higher compared to a banknote
and, although the life of a coin is long, the denomination activity will reduce due to
negative public perception, involuntary hoarding and the risk of coins being smelted
when the value of the metal content is greater than the denomination.
Banknotes are still the preferred means to pay for goods and services, with polymerbased banknotes being a proven safer, stronger, cleaner and greener alternative to
paper.
SPARTANTM is a polymer-based banknote that is produced in a single printing
process by CCL Secure and offers issuing authorities the highest banknote durability
for a high transactional denomination – a cost efficient alternative to coining a
denomination at the note/coin boundary.
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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

• Paper banknotes that sit close to the note coin boundary suffer from fatigue due
to high transactional velocity - reducing the lifecycle of the paper banknote in
circulation.
• The reduced paper banknote life cycle increases costs for issuing authorities as
they have to replenish at a higher frequency - plus the added operational costs of
destruction.
• The only option available was to coin a denomination, which resolves the fatigue
problem but comes with other complexities.
• The decision-making process to coin is more complex than re-designing a
banknote, with increased consultation at various internal and external stakeholder
levels that have to consider costs, perception of a countries financial viability,
impact on jobs by switching production paths.
• Although a coin provides long term durability the initial cost to produce are
significantly higher to the issuing authority compared to all banknote formats.
• The metals used in coins (Nickel Brass, Cupronickel and Copper or Nickel coated
stainless Steel) are alloys of traded commodities and prices are impacted by global
megatrends – Image 1 (See 5-year price movement, London Metal Exchange.)
Image 1 : 5-year metal price movements
London Metal Exchange: March 2016 – April 2021.
Source: www.lme.com/en-GB/Metals/Non-ferrous

• Higher metal prices can make it attractive to smelt coins resulting in a financial
loss to issuing authorities who will need to replenish the coins in circulation.
• Coins have a negative perception with the public, especially regions where
normal forms of dress don’t include pockets, and can be subjected to involuntary
hoarding; this leads to a further financial loss beyond the replenishment of coins.
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WHAT IS SPARTAN?

• SPARTAN is a highly durable complete banknote printed on Leucopp™ a white
BOPP film developed specifically for SPARTAN by our sister company Innovia
Films. Leucopp™ is produced using the “bubble” process, that generates a unique
process signature that can be used to verify authenticity.
• The BOPP film doesn’t require printed opacification, so completely eliminates
potential opacification ink wear that may occur in limited cases in harsh
environments. Laboratory testing has shown Spartan banknotes to be significantly
more hard wearing than any currently available alternative to paper banknotes.
• SPARTAN banknotes are printed on a wide web gravure printing press, using
multiple printing stations to create the design. Additional functional layers are also
applied inline to provide tactility and ensure the notes perform in circulation. For
each banknote a unique serial number is also applied as part of the single inline
printing process.
Image 2:
Simulation of covert security features – IR & UV

Simulation of overt security features – Gold Metalix & Gold Iridescent

• SPARTAN printed banknotes are sheeted, guillotined, packed and delivered along
with a full manifest by CCL Secure.
• SPARTAN is compatible with existing banknote processing infrastructure, including
machine readable features for vending machines and point of sale equipment.
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HOW DOES SPARTAN RESOLVE THE PROBLEM?

• The high durability that has been engineered into SPARTAN provides issuing
authorities with a banknote that will survive the harsh life cycle of a high
transactional velocity denomination, significantly reducing the need to replenish.
• The extended banknote life of SPARTAN will reduce the cost to maintain a
banknote compared to paper.
• Although the anticipated life cycle of SPARTAN is less than a coin, the initial outlay
is significantly lower and is expected to maintain this cost advantage over time. A
full CBA can be supplied as required.
• SPARTAN maintains the denomination as a banknote - the preferred payment
method for both consumers and retailers.
• SPARTAN removes potential additional costs to issuing authorities caused by the
need to replenish coins lost to involuntary hoarding, as well as those coins lost
to the risk of smelting due to rising metal prices making the raw material content
more valuable.
• The decision-making process for change is not as complex as it is with a new coin,
with issuing authorities having to manage multiple stakeholders as they negotiate
significantly higher initial year one costs compared to a banknote.
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WHAT ADDITIONAL BENEFITS CAN SPARTAN PROVIDE?

• The single printing process takes significantly less time than traditional banknote
production, reducing the time to produce and deliver a banknote (Image 3).

Image 3: Comparative production processes
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• Potential revenue injection from metal prices when converting a coin back to a
banknote can be used to fund other activities, either within the issuing authority
or in other government initiatives.
• As both SPARTAN banknotes and GUARDIAN™ polymer substrate are built on BOPP
films, both can be recycled through the same process. SPARTAN banknotes can
be shredded at the end of their life and recycled into useful products.
• The polymer surface is smoother than a porous paper banknote, reducing the
potential of dirt, moisture and oil intake.
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CREATING A SPARTAN BANKNOTE FOR YOU

• SPARTAN can be designed to meet the requirements of issuing authorities,
including matching the design features of an existing note family. CCL Secure
has a team of experienced and highly skilled designers available to support you in
developing your own SPARTAN banknotes.
• A range of level 2 machine-readable features are available for SPARTAN so that
your finished SPARTAN banknotes will perform in your cash cycle.
• SPARTAN banknotes have been engineered to feel and perform just like existing
banknotes, making public acceptance and education easy and the transition to
SPARTAN seamless.
• SPARTAN banknotes have been engineered for durability so that they function
in the harshest of conditions and provide the ideal solution for the note/
coin boundary. Where security is a concern and your banknotes are at risk of
counterfeiting we recommend our GUARDIAN polymer substrate. GUARDIAN is
available with a range of the latest, cutting edge security features.

THE POLYMER
BANKNOTE
PEOPLE

SPARTAN
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